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Abstract: Religions are formed through the way of life of human being in the civilization the religion 
compressed of all aspects of life those are socio, economic, cultural, traditional, scientific and ethical values, 
when we look of Gitanjali these aspects our covered the book is fundamentally for the all the aspects of human 
being, prominently the book imposed on dignity and values of life. It also emphasized the essence of learning 
of knowledge and gaining wisdom. The book has shown the relationship between men and women which has 
shown the relationship between the two lovers. It also emphasized the human relationship among the people. 
When there were tensions of World Wars – I & II, the book of Gitanjali was a great relief to the western world. 
It touched the all stages of life as childhood, youth, adulthood and old age.    
The literary expression thought the association between God and man the modern analysis of the religion is 
through the religions as it was explained in Vedas the Mahabharata and the Ramayana as the Bhagavad Gita 
Upanishad and Bhagavad Gita and the other religious books like Buddha’s thoughts, Jaina’s spiritual 
experiences, Christian thoughts are expressed in the modern analysis in the right of the well advanced  
learning and highest eminent scholarship,  

 
Introduction: In Vedas there was more significant 
for learning  like dancing for entertainment in the 
same  way in the look Gitanjali it was well expressed 
the pleasant thoughts like when  lover waiting for his 
lover, the science of ethics thoughts of the Ramayana  
expresses relationship between two  lovers, the same 
was written in Gitanjali,  the context has shown two 
remarkable thoughts the everlasting human 
relationship between the two people and the 
psychological need of the two people, the book 
Bagdad Gita imposed the essence of karma work)  
Krishna thought the spirit and word of the Bhagavad 

Gita, as work is one’s duty since Arjuna  is from 

kingly descended, it is his fundamental duty two do 
war and protect the kingdom for the sake of enemies 
of other kingdom, Rabindranath Tagore also 
explained the values of labor as the lyric work is 
worship. 
He asked everyone inclusive of priest to work and 
enjoy the limits of work, the biblical thoughts of Jesus 
have burgh the new concepts of payment of taxi to 
the existing Government the literature of Gitanjali 
advocated work for laboring and succession fruits of 
the labor, the Buddhist book like dharma  expressed 
the resonantly for the existence of spiritual living the 
book of Gitanjali counseled the deep knowledge of 
research through the lyric where the mind is without 
fear, he Bhagavad-Gita the counseling  between 
Krishna and Arjuna, the book emphasized  the moral 
values by using the innocent children’s  activities 
looking at these concepts the modern analysis is 
already there in literature of Gitanjali. Gitanjali ideals 
are for the development of the nation Tagore 
explained the importance of education and the hard 
work  
in the daily works. His lyric is Where the Mind is 
Without Fear.  

The poet told about the children, importance to the 
children, the importance of the reverence to the 
nation. The poet gave the message that the whole 
world has to be happy as the all the religions. The 
poet gave the importance to the children and their 
children leisure. It may be the reason that he was very 
much suffered because of the informal education at 
home. He even established the institution like 
Shanthinikethan. He wanted to impart the education 
freely without any pressure. These aspects are 
encouraged clearly in our today’s schooling education 
system. He showed the imagination of children who 
are in the sea shore and they play with sand. 
The nation’s responsibility is on the shoulders of 

citizens to make the nation bright and developed. 
The people must labour hard without hiding for 
worship as the priest and they must become the 
working class for the product of the nation of nation. 
The poet first time made the love without any 
discrimination he created the lovers without any 
religion, caste, race, class. He wanted to have the 
good humanity. The entire history of India there is 
patience, peace, love, affection, intelligence, 
familiarities and other qualities are figured in the 
lyrics of Gitanjali. 
The modern analysis can be done with the 
interrelation of several disciplines, they are 
psychology, philosophy, history, educational 
importance, science, chemistry, morality, evolution of 
man, biology. It is a broad analysis of Tagore to tell 
the significance of the affection he expressed them 
through the lyrics. He wanted India to be in the 
highest level. He mentioned about it in the lyric 
where the mind is without fear he counseled the 
Indian masses to think of things deeply and should 
not think in narrow. One should work hard and gain 



 

 

the results. It says the idea of to compete and have 
the peaceful relations with the world. 
In the way of life spiritual thoughts are so common in 
the human civilization of the universe. In India 
Hinduism has the more impact on the people. In fact 
it has pervaded from the north to the south. Even 
though Tagore from the Hindu community he saw 
Indian masses in the vision of the common humanity. 
The Hindu religion has the beginning of human 
creation and God’s protection of the human beings 

began through the various incarnations to save the 
humanity from evil forces. Gitanjali gave new hope to 
the modern man to lead the life. The book has given 
joyful life to all the life without any differences 
among the people. It has preached the significance of 
the patriotism among the worldly people. The 
modern thoughts of globalization, privatization and 
liberalization are entirely against to the thoughts of 
humanitarian based Gitanjali. The world has to be 
followed the middle way of life as per the feelings of 
the Tagore’s book Gitanjali. The modernization is 
explicit in technology but the lyrics has given the 
message a century back that man has to be respected 
and he has to be labored in the place of the 
industrialization and machines for instance today’s 

problem of unemployment leads the common man 
pushes to the poverty. Since the entire world is not 
consisted of communist nations the mixed economy 
people and capitalistic economies do not support the 
common man’s livelihood. In the point of view of 

Christianity it supported the common human needs 
it preached the ethical values of society, later on it 
helped the people to educate them, provision of 
health, moral life of the people. But the western 
world did not follow it and they had the differences 
in the race, colour, religion, economic disparities. 
They were strong in their opinions so the same was 
put in to the practice it was the reason for first and 
second world wars. For instance, Hitler was very 
strong in his opinion that Germanic race is the 

eminent in the world and it can control the whole 
world. The same is being continued in the modern 
age too. The impact of earlier thoughts is the mind of 
western people. The book Gitanjali cultivated all the 
aspects of equality, liberty and fraternity in the lyrics. 
It is also noteworthy to notice that Rabindranath 
Tagore spent for some years in England before 
writing the lyrical work of Gitanjali. So it affected the 
mind of the poet to equalize the people of the world. 
Christian faith has shown the path of the truth, way 
and the light of knowledge to move in the world. But 
the people of the west neglected the religion and 
lived their own. They have the many divisions in their 
Christian faith. The denominations neglected the 
values of morality. The entire Christian thought is 
love towards his fellow man or neighbor. Gitanjali is a 
symbolism for lyrics of love. When God created the 
universe he expected only the good relationship 
between man and God. God wants the same among 
the people. The same thoughts were reflected in the 
book Gitanjali. God promoted love, goodness through 
the Prophets in the history of the world. At last he 
has given the message of love among the people by 
his divine son’s love to humanity. Tagore also 
described the delicacy of the people and children and 
wanted everyone must be in the proper way. In 
English literature there is also humanization in 
various periods for instance; Romantic Revolution 
preached the liberty, equality and fraternity. This 
English can be viewed as the part of the impact of the 
Christian literature on Christians for example The 
Paradise Lost and Paradise Regain. These books 
preached directions towards moral standards.  In the 
case of Buddhism Gitanjali lyrics commented the 
values of Buddhism that is ever contemporary, 
dynamic and intellectual. As the thought of 
Buddhism the lyrics of Gitanjanli focused on the 
essence of simplicity, deep thinking to discover and 
dignity of labor.  
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